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Abstract. We relate the singularities of a scheme X to the asymptotics of the number
of points of X over finite rings. This gives a partial answer to a question of Mustata.
We use this result to count representations of arithmetic lattices. More precisely, if Γ
is an arithmetic lattice whose Q-rank is greater than one, let rn(Γ) be the number of
irreducible n-dimensional representations of Γ up to isomorphism. We prove that there
is a constant C (in fact, any C > 40 suffices) such that rn(Γ) = O(nC) for every such Γ.
This answers a question of Larsen and Lubotzky.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Main results. This paper has two main results. The first is about counting points
of schemes over finite rings. In the formulation of this result, we use the notions of local
complete intersection and rational singularities, which we recall in §2.2.

Theorem A. Let X be a scheme of finite type over Z. Assume that the generic fiber
XQ := X ×SpecZ SpecQ of X is reduced, absolutely irreducible, and a local complete
intersection. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) For any m,

lim
p→∞

|X(Z/pm)|
pm·dimXQ

= 1.
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(2) There is a finite set S of prime numbers and a constant C such that∣∣∣∣ |X(Z/pm)|
pm·dimXQ

− 1

∣∣∣∣ < Cp−1/2,

for any prime p /∈ S and any m ∈ N.
(3) There is a finite set S of prime numbers and a constant C such that∣∣∣∣ |X(Z/pm)|

pm·dimXQ
− |X(Z/p)|

pdimXQ

∣∣∣∣ < Cp−1,

for any prime p /∈ S and any m ∈ N.
(4) XQ has rational singularities.

In fact, we prove this theorem also for other rings, see Theorem 3.0.3.
We use Theorem A to prove our second main result, counting representations of arith-

metic groups of high rank (for example SLd(Z) for d ≥ 3):

Theorem B. (see Theorem II) For any algebraic group scheme G whose generic fiber GQ
is simple, connected, simply connected, and of Q-rank at least two, and every C > 40,∣∣∣∣{Irreducible representations of G(Z)

of dimension n

}∣∣∣∣ = o
(
nC
)
.

Theorem B (and its generalization Theorem II below) give an affirmative answer to a
question of Larsen and Lubotzky (see [LL08, §11]).

1.2. Counting points.

1.2.1. Background and results. Let X be a scheme of finite type over Z. We will be
interested in the number of Z/N -points of X, as a function of N . If s ∈ C has sufficiently
large real part, then the series

(1) PX(s) =
∞∑
N=1

|X(Z/N)| ·N−s

(where |X(Z/1)| = 1) converges absolutely and defines a holomorphic function. The
domain of absolute convergence of the series (1) has the form {s | <(s) > αX}. We call
αX the abscissa of convergence of PX . We have

αX = lim sup
n→∞

log (|X(Z/1)|+ · · ·+ |X(Z/n)|)
log n

.

The Chinese Remainder Theorem implies a decomposition PX(s) =
∏

pPX,p(s), where
the product is over the set of prime numbers, and each local component is defined as

PX,p(s) =
∞∑
n=0

|X(Z/pn)| · p−ns.
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The functions PX,p(s) were introduced by Borevich and Shafarevich, who conjectured
that they are rational functions of p−s. This conjecture was proved by Igusa and Meuser.
For hypersurfaces, the function PX,p is studied via the following variant of it, called the
Igusa zeta function:

ZX,p(s) := (1− ps)PX,p(s+ dimXQ + 1) + ps.

See [Mus, §1.3] for a definition of ZX,p(s) as a p-adic integral.
du Sautoy and Grunewald studied more general p-adic integrals and defined the follow-

ing Euler product:

ZX(s) =
∏
p

ZX,p(s)
ZX,p(∞)

.

In [Mus], Mustata asks for relations between the analytic properties of ZX(s) and algebro-
geometric properties of X. A partial answer is given by the following corollary of Theorem
A:

Theorem I. (see §4.4) Let X be a scheme of finite type over Z, whose generic fiber XQ is
reduced, absolutely irreducible, a local complete intersection, and has rational singularities.
Then there is a finite set S of primes such that

(1) For every p /∈ S, either PX,p(s) = 1, or the abscissa of convergence of PX,p(s) is
dimXQ and PX,p(s) has a simple pole at dimXQ.

(2) Let Y = X ×SpecZ SpecS−1Z. The abscissa of convergence of PY (s) is dimXQ +
1. Moreover, if ζ(s) denotes the Riemann zeta function, then the function
PY (s)/ζ(s− dimXQ) can be analytically continued to {s | <(s) > dimXQ + 1/2}.
In particular, PY (s) has meromorphic continuation to <(s) > dimXQ + 1/2, and
the only pole of the continued function on the line <(s) = dimXQ + 1 is a simple
pole at dimXQ + 1.

(3) Denote HY (n) := n−dimYQ |Y (Z/n)|. The Cesàro mean

lim
N→∞

HY (1) + · · ·+HY (N)

N

exists and is a positive real number.
(4) If X is a hypersurface, then the abscissa of convergence of ZY (s) is 0 and the

function ZY (s)/ζ(s + 1) can be analytically continued to {s | <(s) > −1/2}. In
particular, ZY (s) has meromorphic continuation to <(s) > −1/2 with a simple
pole at 0.

Remark 1.2.1.

• If X itself is a local complete intersection, then we can take S to be empty (so
Y = X); see §4.4.
• Contrary to (3), the sequence HY (N) might not converge. This happens even for

elliptic curves.
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1.2.2. Sketch of the proof of Theorem A. We sketch the proof of the implication
(4) =⇒ (3), since it contains most of the ideas in the proof. We first show that
|X(Z/pm)| = |X(Fp[t]/tm)|, for all but finitely many primes p. Next, we consider the

function F (p,m) := HX(pm) = |X(Z/pm)|
pm·dimX . We show the following:

(a) For every p, the function m 7→ F (p,m) is bounded. This follows from [AA].
(b) Condition (3) holds for bounded m. To show this, we analyze the jet schemes JetnX,

which are schemes that satisfy JetnX(Fp) ∼= X(Fp[t]/tn). We apply the Lang–Weil
bounds, and a theorem of Mustata claiming that, under our assumption, JetnX are
irreducible.

(c) There is a formula for F (p,m) involving simple expressions in m and p, as well as
the number of Fp-points on finitely many varieties. This is a consequence of motivic
integration.

We deduce from (c) and (a) (and the Lang–Weil bounds) that there are finitely many
m1, . . . ,mk such that, for all m, there is i such that |F (m, p) − F (mi, p)| = O(p−1).
Applying (b), we get the result.

1.3. Counting representations. For a topological group Γ, let rn(Γ) be the number
of isomorphism classes of irreducible, n-dimensional, complex, continuous representations
of Γ. The sequence rn(Γ) is called the representation growth sequence of Γ. In general,
rn(Γ) can be infinite, but we will only consider groups for which rn(Γ) is finite for any n.

The study of the representation growth sequence was introduced at [Jai06] and [LM04].
For more recent results, we refer the reader to [AA], [Avn11], [AKOV], [LL08], [LS05a],
and the references therein.

Throughout the paper, fix an affine group scheme G over Z whose generic fiber GQ is
Q-simple, connected, and simply connected. If k is a global field and T is a finite set of
places of k containing all archimedean ones, we denote by Ok,T the ring T -integers:

Ok,T = {x ∈ k | ∀v /∈ T we have ‖x‖v ≤ 1} .

We will study the representation growth of the group Γ = G(Ok,T ). The main theorem
of [LM04] implies that, if Γ satisfies the congruence subgroup property (See Definition
4.3.1 below), then the sequence rn(Γ) is bounded by some polynomial in n. Examples of
groups with the congruence subgroup property are G(Ok,T ) assuming the Q-rank of GQ
is greater than one. In order to capture the rate of polynomial growth of rn(Γ), we use
the following definition:

Definition. Let Γ be a topological group, and assume that the sequence rn(Γ) is bounded
by a polynomial. The representation zeta function of Γ is the Dirichlet series

(2) ζΓ(s) =
∞∑
n=1

rn(Γ)n−s.

Denote the abscissa of convergence of ζΓ by α(Γ).
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As before, we have:

(3) α(Γ) = lim sup
n→∞

log (r1(Γ) + · · ·+ rn(Γ))

log n
.

If Γ = G(Ok,T ) as above, the lim sup in (3) is actually a limit and is a rational number
(see [Avn11]).

The abscissa α(Γ) is related to the singularities of the varieties parameterizing homo-
morphisms from surface groups to G:

Definition. Let n ∈ Z≥1 and let Σn be the closed surface of genus n. The deformation
variety of Σn in G is the variety

DefG,n = Hom(π1(Σn), G) = {(g1, h1, . . . , gn, hn) ∈ G | [g1, h1] · · · [gn, hn] = 1} .

We remark that DefGQ,n has rational singularities if n ≥ C(G), where

C(G) =


12 G is of type A,B,D
21 G is of type C

d dim(g) rank(g)
2(dim(g)−2 rank(g))

e+ 1 G is exceptional and g is a simple factor of Lie(GQ)
.

For the classical groups, this is proved in [AA, Theorem VIII]. For the exceptional groups,
this follows from [AKOV2, Corollary 2.3] and [AA, Theorem IV]. Note that C(G) is
bounded by 21 for any G.

The following is a generalization of Theorem B:

Theorem II (See §4.3). There is a finite set S of prime numbers such that, for every
global field k of characteristic not in S and every finite set T of places of k containing all
archimedean ones, if G(Ok,T ) satisfies the congruence subgroup property and DefGQ,n has
rational singularities, then α(G(Ok,T )) ≤ 2n− 2.

As a result, we get the following dichotomy for the representation growth of an arith-
metic group Γ in characteristic zero: either rn(Γ) = o(n747), or rn(Γ) is either infinite
or grows super-polynomially in n (this happens if Γ does not satisfy the Congruence
Subgroup Property—see [LM04]).

We will deduce Theorem II from the following adelic version, which is applicable also
for low rank groups. In the following, if A is a ring, we denote its pro-finite completion

by Â.

Theorem III (See §4.2). There is a finite set S such that, for any global field k of
characteristic not in S, any finite set T of places of k containing all archimedean places,

and any natural number n, if DefGQ,n has rational singularities, then α
(
G(Ôk,T )

)
≤

2n− 2.

From Theorem III and Theorem 2.5.1 below, we deduce the following statement about
finite groups like G(Z/NZ), generalizing [AA, Corollary XI]:
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Corollary IV. There is a finite set S of primes such that, for any ring of integers Ok,T of
any global field k of characteristic not in S, there is a constant C such that the following
holds. For any non-trivial ideal I of Ok,T , any natural number n ≥ 3 such that DefGQ,n−1

has rational singularities, and any g ∈ G(Ok,T/I),

Prob ([g1, h1] · · · [gn, hn] = g) <
C

|G(Ok,T/I)|
,

where g1, h1, . . . , gn, hn are uniformly distributed random elements of G(Ok,T/I).

We deduce Theorem III from the following one:

Theorem V (See §4.1). For every n ≥ 2 such that DefGQ,n has rational singularities,
there is a finite set S of prime numbers and an integer C such that, for any p /∈ S and
any unramified extension F of either Qp or Fp((t)), we have

ζG(OF )(2n− 2)− 1 ≤ C|OF/IF |−1,

where OF is the ring of integers of F and IF is its maximal ideal.

In order to prove Theorem V, we use the Frobenius formula (Theorem 2.5.1 below) that
relates ζG(OF /I

m
F )(2n) to the sizes of DefG,n(OF/I

m
F ). These sizes, in turn, are related to

the singularities of DefG,n by Theorem A (or, more precisely, by Theorem 3.0.3).

Remark. Consider the following statements:

(1) α(G(O)) < 2n− 2.
(2) α(G(Ov)) < 2n− 2 for any valuation v of O.
(3) DefG,n has rational singularities.
(4) α(G(O)) ≤ 2n− 2.

Then (1) =⇒ (2) ⇐⇒ (3) =⇒ (4).
The implication (1) =⇒ (2) follows easily from the observation that, using the map

G(O) → G(Ov), we get that rn(G(Ov)) ≤ rn(G(O)). The equivalence (2) ⇐⇒ (3) is
proved in [AA]. In this paper, we prove (3) =⇒ (4).

Remark. The assumption that G is defined over Z can be weakened to assuming that G
is defined over the ring of T -integers in a number field. Indeed, if G ⊂ GLOk,T

is defined
over Ok,T , let G be the Zariski closure of G in GLOk

. The theorems above applied to the
restriction of scalars ResOk/Z G imply the theorems for G.

1.4. Structure of the paper. In §2 we give the necessary preliminaries for the paper.
In §2.2-§2.3 we review the relevant algebraic geometry. In §2.4 we review the results of
[AA]. In §2.5 we recall a theorem of Frobenius on representations of finite groups. In §2.6
we review relevant parts from the theory of motivic integration.

In §3 we prove (a generalization of) Theorem A. In §3.1,§3.3, and §3.4, we review the
tools we use for the proof. The proof itself is given in §3.2, §3.5, §3.6, and §3.7.

In §4 we prove Theorems I, II, III, and V. As mentioned above, these imply Theorem
B and Corollary IV.
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2. Preliminaries

2.1. Conventions. Throughout this article we use the following conventions:

• Let X → S and Y → S be S-schemes. We denote X ×S Y by XY . If Y = SpecR
is affine, we write XR instead of XSpecR.
• If p is a prime number and q = pn is a power of p, we denote the unique degree-n

unramified extension of Qp by Qq, its ring of integers by Zq, and the maximal ideal
of Zq by mq.
• For a set S of prime numbers, let

PS = {pn | p is a prime number not in S and n ∈ Z≥1}

be the set of sizes of finite fields of characteristics not in S.
• If X → S is a smooth map of relative dimension d, let Ωd

X/S denote the line bundle
of relative top differential forms.

2.2. Singularities. In this section, we review the notions of resolution of singularities,
rational singularities, and complete intersections. For more detailed overview, we refer
the reader to [AA, Appendix B].

Definition 2.2.1. Let X be an algebraic variety defined over a field k. A resolution of
singularities of X is a proper map p : X̃ → X such that X̃ is smooth, p is birational, and
the restriction of p to p−1(Xsm) is an isomorphism.

Definition 2.2.2 (cf. [KKMS73, I §3, page 50-51]). Let X be an algebraic variety defined
over a field k of characteristic 0.

(1) We say that X has rational singularities if, for any (equivalently, for some) res-
olution of singularities p : X̃ → X, the natural morphism OX → Rp∗(OX̃) is an
isomorphism.

(2) A (usually singular) point x ∈ X(k) is a rational singularity if there is a Zariski
neighborhood U ⊂ X of x that has rational singularities.

Definition 2.2.3. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a ring R.

(1) X is called a complete intersection if there is an affine and smooth map Y →
SpecR, a closed embedding X → Y , commuting with the structure maps, and
regular functions f1, . . . , fc ∈ OY (Y ) such that the ideal of X in Y is generated by
the fi and each fi is not a zero divisor in OY (Y )/(f1, . . . , fi−1).
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(2) X is called a local complete intersection if there is an open cover Ui of X such
that each Ui is a complete intersection.

2.3. Jet schemes and Mustata’s theorem. In this section we recall the definition of
jet schemes and quote one of our main tools, Mustata’s theorem (see [Mus01]), which
relates rational singularities and irreducibility of jet schemes. We will use repeatedly the
following simple lemma:

Lemma 2.3.1. Suppose that Z → T → S and X → S are morphisms of schemes. Then
HomT (Z,XT ) ∼= HomS(Z,X).

We move on to define jet schemes.

Notation 2.3.2. For a scheme Y , denote Y [m] = Y ×SpecZ SpecZ[t]/tm+1.

The projection Y [m] → Y is finite and (locally) free. For every scheme S, the assignment
Y 7→ Y [m] gives rise to a functor between (SchS) and (SchS[m]).

Notation 2.3.3. Let X → S be an affine morphism of finite type. Let Jm(X/S) be
the restriction of scalars of X [m] along the map S[m] → S, i.e., the functor Jm(X/S) :
(SchS)→ (Set) given by

Jm(X/S)(Z) = HomS[m](Z [m], X [m]) ∼= HomS(Z [m], X).

From [BLR90, §7.6], we get

Theorem-Definition 2.3.4. The functor Jm(X/S) is representable by a scheme of finite
type over S. We call the representing scheme the m-th relative jet scheme of X → S and
denote it by Jetm(X/S).

Let X → S be a morphism as above. For any morphisms Z → T → S of schemes, we
have a canonical bijections

HomT (Z, Jetm(XT/T )) ∼= HomT (Z [m], XT ) ∼= HomS(Z [m], X) ∼=

∼= HomS(Z, Jetm(X/S)) ∼= HomT (Z, Jetm(X/S)T ),

which is functorial in Z, and, therefore, defines an isomorphism Jetm(XT/T ) ∼=
Jetm(X/S)T .

The following is Mustata’s theorem:

Theorem 2.3.5 ([Mus01]). Let X be an irreducible local complete intersection variety
defined over a field k of characteristic 0. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) X has rational singularities.
(2) All the jet schemes Jetm(X/k) are irreducible.
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2.4. Rational singularities and integration. In this section we review a result of [AA].
Recall that a measure m on a p-adic analytic manifold1 is Schwartz if it is compactly
supported and every point has a neighborhood U and a diffeomorphism ϕ : U → Znp such
that ϕ∗m is a scalar multiple of the Haar measure.

Theorem 2.4.1. Let ϕ : X → Y be a map between smooth algebraic varieties defined over
a non-archimedean local field F of characteristic zero, and let x ∈ X(F ). Assume that ϕ is
flat at x, and x is a rational singularity of ϕ−1(ϕ(x)). Then, there is a neighborhood U ⊂
X(F ) of x such that, for any Schwartz measure m on U , the measure ϕ∗(m) has continuous
density, i.e., can be written as a product of a Schwartz measure and a continuous function.

2.5. Frobenius formula. We will use the following theorem of Frobenius:

Theorem 2.5.1 (Frobenius). Let Γ be a finite group, and let n ≥ 1 be an integer. Then∣∣{(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) ∈ Γ2n | [x1, y1] · · · [xn, yn] = 1
}∣∣ = |Γ|2n−1

∑
π∈Irr(Γ)

1

(dimπ)2n−2
,

where Irr(Γ) denotes the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of Γ.

2.6. Definable Integrals. In this section, we recall the setting of definable p-adic inte-
grals and state a uniformity result about p-adic integrals, which is a special case of [HK06,
Theorem 1.3].

2.6.1. The Denef–Pas language. Let L∅ be the first-order language with:

• Three sorts, denoted by VF, RF, and VG, and called the valued field sort, the
residue field sort, and the valuation group sort, respectively.
• Five constants, 0VF, 1VF ∈ VF, 0RF, 1RF ∈ RF, and 0VG,∞VG ∈ VG.
• Seven functions, +VF : VF×VF→ VF, ·VF : VF×VF→ VF, +RF : RF×RF→

RF, ·RF : RF×RF → RF, +VG : VG×VG → VG, val : VF → VG, and ac :
VFr {0VF} → RF.
• One binary relation, <, on VG.

2.6.2. Structures. Suppose that F is a field with a non-archimedean valuation v. Denote
O = {x ∈ F | v(x) ≥ 0} and m = {x ∈ F | v(x) > 0}. Assume that the short exact
sequence

(4) 1→ O×/(1 + m)→ F×/(1 + m)→ F×/O× → 1

splits, and let σ : F×/(1 + m)→ O×/(1 + m) be such a splitting. An important example
is the case where F is a non-archimedean local field. In this case, any uniformizer gives
a splitting of (4).

From this data, we construct a structure for L∅ as follows: the sort VF is interpreted
as F , the sort RF is interpreted as the residue field of F , and the sort VG is interpreted

1A p-adic manifold is a Hausdorff space X with a sheaf of functions that is locally isomorphic to
the space ZN

p together with the sheaf of functions that are locally given by convergent power series; see

[Ser64].
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as Z ∪ {∞}. The function val is interpreted as the valuation v and the function ac is
interpreted as the composition

F× → F×/(1 + m)
σ→ O×/(1 + m) = RF(F ) r {0} .

The interpretation of the constants, relation, and the rest of the functions is clear. From
this point on, when we write a valued field, we mean a valued field together with a splitting
as above, and we consider it as a structure of the Denef–Pas language.

2.6.3. Quantifier-free definable functions. Suppose that S is a structure for L. If ϕ =
ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym, z1, . . . , zk) is a formula in L, where the variables xi are of VF
sort, the variables yi are of RF sort, and the variables zi are of VG sort, we denote

ϕ(S) =
{

(ai, bi, ci) ∈ VF(S)n × RF(S)m × VG(S)k | ϕ(ai, bi, ci) holds in S
}
.

Definition 2.6.1.

(1) We say that two formulas φ(x) and ψ(x) are equivalent if, for every Henselian
valued field F , we have φ(F ) = ψ(F ). An equivalence class of formulas is called a
definable set. If X is a definable set and F is a Henselian valued field, we write
X(F ) = φ(F ), for any φ ∈ X.

(2) We say that a formula in L is quantifier-free if there are no quantifiers in it. A de-
finable set is called quantifier-free, if there is a quantifier-free formula representing
it.

(3) Suppose that X, Y are definable sets on variables x, y respectively (x and y are
tuples of variables of the three sorts of L). A quantifier-free definable set Γ on
the tuple of variables (x, y) is called a quantifier-free definable function if, for any
Henselian valued field F , the set Γ(F ) is the graph of a function between X(F )
and Y (F ), which we also denote by Γ(F ).

Example 2.6.2.

(1) Let X ⊂ AN
Z be an affine scheme over SpecZ. Choose a generating set

{p1, . . . , pM} ⊂ Z[x1, . . . , xN ] for the ideal of polynomials vanishing on X, and
let XVF be the equivalence class of the formula

(p1(x1, . . . , xN) = 0) ∧ · · · (pM(x1, . . . , xN) = 0) ,

where x1, . . . , xN are of the VF sort. For any valued field F , we have XVF(F ) =
X(F ). Similarly, there is also a quantifier-free definable set, denoted by XRF, such
that XRF (F ) = X(k), for all Henselian valued fields F with residue field k.

(2) Let f : X → Y → SpecZ be morphisms of schemes. Then there is a quantifier-free
definable function fVF : XVF → YVF such that, for every Henselian valued field F ,
the function fVF(F ) : XVF(F ) → YVF(F ) coincides with the restriction of f to F
points.

(3) If X is an algebraic variety and p is a regular function on X, the formula y =
val(p(x)) gives rise to a quantifier-free definable function from XVF to VG.

The following theorem follows from [HK06, Theorem 1.3]:
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Theorem 2.6.3. Let X → SpecZ be an affine and smooth morphism of relative dimen-
sion d, let ω ∈ Γ(X,Ωd

X/SpecZ), and let f1, f2 : XVF → VG be quantifier-free definable
functions. Then there are

(1) A constant M .
(2) A finite set S of prime numbers.
(3) (Finite or infinite) arithmetic progressions I1, . . . , IM ⊂ Z.
(4) Polynomials g1, . . . , gM ∈ Q[x, y] such that gj(x, y) is positive on Ij × R>1.
(5) Reduced affine schemes V1, . . . , VM of finite type over Z which are smooth over

SpecZ[S−1] such that (Vi)Q are non-empty and irreducible.
(6) Rational numbers α1, . . . , αM , β1, . . . , βM .
(7) Positive integers aj,k for j = 1, . . . ,M and k = 1, . . . ,Mj.

such that, if F is a local field with residue field Fq of characteristic not in S, m ∈ Z, and
|ω|F denotes the measure on X(F ) corresponding to ω, then

(5)

∫
{x∈X(OF )|f1(x)=m}

q−f2(x)|ω|F =
M∑
j=1

1Ij(m)|Vj(Fq)|
gj(m, q)q

αjm+βj∏Mj

k=1 (1− q−ajk)
,

assuming the integral converges.

3. Rational singularities and points over finite local rings

In this section, we study the number of points of schemes over finite rings. For this, we
introduce the following notation:

Definition 3.0.1. Let X be a scheme of finite type over Z and let A be a finite ring. If

XQ is nonempty, define hX(A) = |X(A)|
|A|dimXQ . If XQ is empty, let hX(A) = 0.

We will mostly consider the finite rings Zq/mm
q and Fq[t]/tm. The following proposition

relates the counting functions for these rings.

Proposition 3.0.2. (see §3.2) Let X be a scheme of finite type over Z. There is a finite
set S of prime numbers such that hX(Zq/mm

q ) = hX(Fq[t]/tm), for any q ∈ PS and any
m ∈ N.

The main result of this section is the following theorem that generalizes Theorem A:

Theorem 3.0.3. Let X be a scheme of finite type over Z such that XQ is equi-dimensional
and a local complete intersection. The following are equivalent:

(i) For any m, limp→∞ hX(Z/pm) = limp→∞ hX(Fp[t]/tm) = 1.
(ii) There is a finite set S of prime numbers and a constant C such that |hX(Zq/mm

q )−
1| = |hX(Fq[t]/tm)− 1| < Cq−1/2, for any q ∈ PS and m ∈ N.

(iii) XQ is irreducible and there is a finite set S of prime numbers and a constant C such

that |hX(Zq/mm
q )− hX(Fq)| = |hX(Fq[t]/tm)− hX(Fq)| < Cq−1, for any q ∈ PS and

m ∈ N.
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(iv) XQ is reduced, irreducible, and has rational singularities.

The proof of the Theorem 3.0.3 proves also that, if X itself is local complete intersection,
then (iv) implies:

(v) XQ is irreducible and for any prime power q, the sequence n 7→ hX(Zq/mn
q ) is

bounded.

We conjecture that this implication is true without this additional assumption. Moreover,
we conjecture that (i)-(v) are also equivalent to

(vi) XQ is irreducible and there is a finite set S of prime numbers such that, for any
prime p not in S, the sequence n 7→ hX(Z/pn) is bounded.

Remark 3.0.4. One can weaken Condition (ii) by replacing the set PS by any sequence
pmn
n of prime powers such that the pn are distinct and any integral polynomial splits over

some finite field of size pmm
n . For example, one can take the sequence of primes that are

congruent to 1 modulo n.

3.1. Counting points and integrals.

Proposition 3.1.1. Let F be a local field, O its ring of integers, and m its maximal ideal.
Suppose that Y → SpecO is a smooth map of schemes of (pure) relative dimension d. For
any m, denote the map Y (O) → Y (O/mm) by rm. There is a unique Schwartz measure
µ on Y (O) such that, for every m and y0 ∈ Y (O/mm),

µ(r−1
m (y0)) = |O/m|−dm

The Proposition follows from the following standard lemma:

Lemma 3.1.2. Let F,O,m, Y, d, and rm be as in Proposition 3.1.1. Assume that there is
an invertible section ω of Ωd

Y/SpecO. Then, for every y0 ∈ Y (O/mm),∫
r−1
m (y0)

|ω| = |O/m|−dm

Proof. If U ⊂ Y is open and y0 ∈ U(O/mm), then r−1
m (y0) ⊂ U . Hence, we can assume

that Y is affine and there is an étale map π : U → Ad
O. Since π is étale, we get that

π induces a bijection between r−1
m (y0) and some ball B of radius |O/mm|−1 in Od. Let

η = dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxd ∈ Ωd(Ad
O/ SpecO). Then π∗η = Jω, for some regular function J .

Since the map is étale, J is invertible. Hence, for every p ∈ Y (O), we have |J(p)| = 1.
Hence,

∫
r−1
m (y0)

|ω| =
∫
B
|η| = |O/m|−dm. �

Corollary 3.1.3. Let Z be a scheme of finite type over Z and assume that ZQ is affine.
Then there are M,S, Ij, gj, Vj, αj, βj,Mj, aj,k as in Theorem 2.6.3 such that, for any q ∈
PS and any m ≥ 0,

(6) hZ(Zq/mm
q ) = hZ(Fq[t]/tm) =

M∑
j=1

1Ij(m)|Vj(Fq)|
gj(m, q)q

αjm+βj∏Mj

k=1 (1− q−ajk)
.
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Proof. If ZQ is empty, the claim is clear. Otherwise, let S0 be a finite set of primes and
let f1 . . . fl ∈ S−1

0 Z[x1, . . . , xN ] be polynomials such that ZS−1
0 Z is the scheme defined by

f1 = · · · = fl = 0 in AN
S−1
0 Z. Let F be a local field of characteristic not in S, O be its ring

of integers and m be its maximal ideal. By Lemma 3.1.2 we have:

|Z(O/mm)| = |O/m|Nm
∫
{x∈ON |minj(val(fj(x)))≥m}

|dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxN | =

= |O/m|Nm
∑
n≥m

∫
{x∈ON |minj(val(fj(x)))=n}

|dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxN |.

The claim now follows from Theorem 2.6.3. �

3.2. Proof of Proposition 3.0.2. We will use the following simple lemma.

Lemma 3.2.1. Let X = U1 ∪U2 be an open cover of a scheme. Then, for any finite local
ring A, we have

• |X(A)| = |U1(A)|+ |U2(A)| − |U1 ∩ U2(A)|.
• |X(A)| ≥ |U1(A)|.

We also need the following well known fact:

Lemma 3.2.2. (cf. [Har77, Ex. II.4.3]) Let X be a separated scheme, and let U1, U2 ⊂ X
be open affine subschemes. Then U1 ∩ U2 is affine.

Proof of Proposition 3.0.2. We will show that there is a set S of prime numbers such
that |X(Zq/mm

q )| = |X(Fq[t]/tm)|, for all q ∈ PS and all m. We prove this claim in the
following cases:

Case 1 X is affine.
The claim follows from Corollary 3.1.3.

Case 2 X is separated.
The proof is by induction on the minimal size of an affine cover of X. The base
is the affine case dicussed above. For the transition, let X =

⋃n
1 Ui be an affine

cover and assume that we proved the claim for schemes that can be covered by
less then n affine open subschemes. Let U =

⋃n
2 Ui. By induction and Lemma

3.2.2, we know the statement for U1, U, U ∩ U1. Thus Lemma 3.2.1 implies the
assertion.

Case 3 The general case.
The proof is by induction on the minimal size of an affine cover of X by separated
schemes. The base is the previous case. The transition is analogous to the proof
in the previous case.

�
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3.3. Lang–Weil estimates. We start with the following notation.

Notation 3.3.1. Suppose that X is a scheme of finite type over SpecZ and that k is a
field. We denote the number of irreducible components of Xk that are defined over k and
have dimension dimXk by cX(k). If q is a prime power, we also write cX(q) instead of
cX(Fq).

Theorem 3.3.2 (Lang–Weil (cf. [LW54])). Let X be a scheme of finite type over SpecZ.
Let d = dimXQ. There is a finite set S of prime numbers and a constant C such that, for
any q ∈ PS, ∣∣∣∣ |X(Fq)|

qd
− cX(q)

∣∣∣∣ < Cq−
1
2 .

3.4. Irreducible components modulo p. In this subsection, we prove the following

Proposition 3.4.1. Suppose that X is a scheme of finite type over SpecZ. Assume that
XQ is irreducible. Then

(1) For almost all prime numbers p, we have cX(Fp) = cX(Q).

(2) There are infinitely many prime numbers p such that cX(p) = cX(Q).

In order to prove the proposition, we recall the following notions and facts:

Definition 3.4.2. Let S be an irreducible scheme with generic point η, let s be a closed
point of S, and let ϕ : X → S be a morphism of finite type. Define a relation RS,s between
the set of irreducible components of Xη := ϕ−1(η) and the set of irreducible components
of Xs := ϕ−1(s) by (Y1, Y2) ∈ RS,s if Y2 ⊂ Y1.

Theorem 3.4.3. (cf. [Gro66, Proposition 9.7.8]) Let S be an irreducible scheme with
generic point η and let ϕ : X → S be a morphism of finite type. Assume that all irreducible
components of Xη are absolutely irreducible. There is an open set U ⊂ S such that, for
any closed point s ∈ U ,

(1) All irreducible components of Xs are absolutely irreducible.
(2) The relation Rη,s is the graph of a bijection.

Let X → SpecZ be a scheme of finite type. Let L/Q be a Galois extension such that
all irreducible components of X × SpecL are absolutely irreducible, and let O be the
ring of integers of L. The group Gal(L/Q) acts on the set of irreducible components of
X × SpecL. For any prime ideal p of O with residue field kp, consider the decomposition
group Dp = {σ ∈ Gal(L/Q) | σ(p) = p}, and the homomorphism Φp : Dp → Gal(kp/Fp).
The group Gal(kp/Fp) acts on the set of irreducible components of Xkp . The following is
obvious

Proposition 3.4.4. Under the assumptions above, for any (Y1, Y2) ∈ R(0),p and σ ∈ Dp,
we have (σ · Y1,Φp(σ) · Y2) ∈ R(0),p.

Proposition 3.4.4, Theorem 3.4.3, and Chebotarev’s density theorem imply Proposition
3.4.1.
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Corollary 3.4.5. Let X be a scheme of finite type over SpecZ, and let U ⊂ X be an
open dense subscheme. There is finite set S of prime numbers and a constant C such that
hX(Fq)− hU(Fq) < Cq−1 for any q ∈ PS.

Proof. Let Z = X r U . We have dimZQ < dimXQ = dimUQ. Letting C = cZ(Q), the
Lang–Weil estimates and Proposition 3.4.1(1) imply that there is a finite set of primes S
such that

hX(Fq)− hU(Fq) =
|Z(Fq)|
qdimXQ

< Cq−1

for every q ∈ PS. �

3.5. Proof of the implication (iii) =⇒ (ii). It is enough to show that there is a finite
set S ′ of prime numbers and a constant C ′ such that |hX(Fq)−1| < C ′q−1/2 for all q ∈ PS′ .
By the assumption and Proposition 3.4.1(1), there is a finite set T of prime numbers such
that cX(q) = 1 for all q ∈ PT . The Lang-Weil estimates imply the result.

3.6. Proof of the implication (i) =⇒ (iv). Let m ∈ N and X(m) = Jetm(X/ SpecZ).
There is a finite set S of prime numbers such that XFp is a local complete intersection and

dimX
(m)
Fp

= dimX
(m)
Q for all p /∈ S. By Proposition 3.4.1(1), we can enlarge S and assume,

in addition, that cX(m)(Fp) = cX(m)(Q) for all p /∈ S. By the Lang–Weil estimates, we get
that ∣∣∣∣∣ hX(Fp[t]/tm)

p
dimX

(m)
Fq −mdimXQ

− cX(m)(p)

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣ |X(m)(Fp)|

p
dimX

(m)
Fp

− cX(m)(p)

∣∣∣∣∣ −→p→∞ 0,

By Proposition 3.4.1(2), there are infinitely many primes p such that cX(m)(p) = cX(m)(Q).

Taking the limit over those and using the assumption (i), we get that p
mdimXQ−dimX

(m)
Fq →

cX(m)(Q), which implies that dimX
(m)
Q = mdimXQ and that cX(m)(Q) = 1. If XQ were not

reduced, then there would be a non-empty open set of points whose tangent space has

dimension greater than dimXQ, so dimX
(2)
Q = dimTXQ would be larger than 2dimXQ,

a contradiction. Hence, XQ is reduced. Since X is a local complete intersection, each

irreducible component of X
(m)
Q has dimension at least m·dimXQ. Thus, X

(m)
Q is absolutely

irreducible. By Mustata’s theorem, X has rational singularities.

3.7. The implication (iv) =⇒ (iii). If XQ is empty, the claim is trivial. Hence, in the
following, we will assume that XQ is non-empty.

3.7.1. The case of fixed m.

Proposition 3.7.1. Assume that X satisfies condition (iv). Then, for any m, there is a
finite set S(m) of prime numbers and a constant C(m) such that |hX(Fq[t]/tm)−hX(Fq)| <
C(m)q−1 for all q ∈ PS(m).
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Proof. Let U ⊂ X be the smooth locus of the structure map X → SpecZ. Since XQ is
reduced, UQ is dense in XQ. It follows that there is a finite set S1 of prime numbers such
that UFp is a dense subvariety of XFp , for all p /∈ S1. By enlarging S1 if needed, we can
assume that dimXFp = dimXQ for all p /∈ S1.

Denote X(m) = Jetm(X/ SpecZ) and U (m) = Jetm(U/ SpecZ). For any p /∈ S1 and any

n, the natural projection U
(n+1)
Fp

→ U
(n)
Fp

is an AdimUQ-bundle. In particular, |U (m)(Fq)| =
|U(Fq)| · q(m−1)dimUFq . Hence,

(7) hU(Fq[t]/tm) = hU(Fq).
By Corollary 3.4.5, there is a finite set S2 ⊃ S1 of prime numbers and a constant C2

such that

(8) |hX(Fq)− hU(Fq)| < C2q
−1 q ∈ PS2 .

Since XQ has rational singularities, Mustata’s theorem implies that U
(m)
Q is dense in

X
(m)
Q . There is a finite set S3(m) of prime numbers such that U

(m)
Fp

is dense in X
(m)
Fp

, for

all p /∈ S3(m). Applying Corollary 3.4.5, we get that there is a finite set S4(m) ⊃ S3(m)
of prime numbers and a constant C4 such that

(9) |hX(Fq[t]/tm)− hU(Fq[t]/tm)| = |hX(m)(Fq)− hU(m)(Fq)| < C4q
−1 q ∈ PS4(m).

The claim now follows from (7), (8), and (9).
�

3.7.2. (iv) =⇒ (vi) in the case where XQ is a complete intersection. Since XQ is a
complete intersection, there is a smooth algebraic variety Y over Q, a closed embedding
XQ → Y , and a regular map ϕ : Y → AN

Q , which is flat above 0, such that XQ ∼= ϕ−1(0).
There is a finite set S of primes and a Z[S−1]-scheme Y of finite type and a regular map
ϕ : Y → AN

Z[S−1] such that YQ = Y and ϕQ = ϕ. After, possibly, enlarging S, we can

assume that YZ[S−1] is smooth over SpecZ[S−1], the restriction ϕZ[S−1] is flat above 0,

and the isomorphism XQ ∼= ϕ−1(0) extends to an isomorphism XZ[S−1]
∼= ϕ−1

Z[S−1](0). It is

enough to show, for any p /∈ S, that hϕ−1

Z[S−1]
(0)(Z/pm) is bounded uniformly in m.

Fix p /∈ S. Let µ be the measure on Y (Zp) given by Corollary 3.1.1. We have

µ
(
ϕ−1(pmZNp )

)
= µ

(
r−1
m (ϕ−1

Z/pm(0)(Z/pm))
)

=
∑

x∈ϕ−1
Z/pm (0)(Z/pm)

µ
(
r−1
m (x)

)
= p−mdimYQ |ϕ−1

Z/pm(0)(Z/pm)|.

By Theorem 2.4.1, there is a constant C such that, for any m ∈ N,

µ
(
ϕ−1(pmZNp )

)
= ϕ∗µ

(
pmZNp

)
<

C

pmN
.

we get that
|X(Z/pm)| = |ϕ−1

Z/pm(0)(Z/pm)| < CpdimYQ−N .

Since dimYQ −N = dimXQ, this implies the estimate we want.
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3.7.3. (iv) =⇒ (iii) in the case where XQ is a complete intersection. Assume now
that X is a complete intersection and satisfies (iv). Applying Corollary 3.1.3, we get
M,S, Ij, gj, Vj, αj, βj,Mj, aj,k such that

(10) hX(Zq/mm
q ) = hX(Fq[t]/tm) =

M∑
j=1

1Ij(m)|Vj(Fq)|
gj(m, q)q

αjm+βj∏Mj

k=1 (1− q−ajk)

for all q ∈ PS and m.
Define an equivalence relation on N by m1 ∼ m2 iff ∀j we have m1 ∈ Ij ⇔ m2 ∈ Ij.

We will show that there is a constant C such that, for any m1 ∼ m2, we have

(11) |hX(Zq/mm1
q )− hX(Zq/mm2

q )| < Cq−1.

Property (iii) for X will follow by applying Proposition 3.7.1 to representatives of the
finitely many equivalence classes of ∼.

If the equivalence class of m1 and m2 is finite then (11) follows from Proposition 3.7.1.
Thus, we can assume that all Ij are infinite.

Lemma 3.7.2. Let V be a scheme of finite type over SpecZ whose generic fiber is non-
empty, let g(x, y) be a real polynomial, let α, β ∈ R, and let a1, . . . , an be negative integers,
Set

P (m, q) = |V (Fq)| ·
g(m, q)qαm+β∏n

1 (1− qak)
.

Then the following claims hold:

(1) Assume that either
(a) α > 0 or
(b) α = 0 and g depends on m non-trivially (i.e. ∂g

∂m
6= 0).

Then limm→∞ P (m, p) = ±∞ for infinitely many primes p.
(2) If α < 0 then there is a constant D such that |P (m, q)| < q−1 for m > D and any

prime power q.

Proof.

(1) Under the assumptions, the limit limm→∞ P (m, p) will be infinity if V (Fp) 6= ∅. By
the Lang–Weil bounds and Proposition 3.4.1(2), this happens for infinitely many
primes.

(2) Suppose that the degree of g is d. Then there is a constant M such that |g(m, q)| ≤
Mmdqd. In addition, There is a constant e such that |V (Fq)| < eqe for all prime
powers q. Hence, there is a constant C such that

|P (m, q)| ≤ Cmdqαm+β+d+e.

This implies the assertion.

�
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By §3.7.2, after enlarging S, we have that

sup
m
hX(Fp[t]/tm) = sup

m
hX(Z/pm) <∞,

for any prime p /∈ S. Since each summand in the right hand side of (10) is non-negative,
we get that, for each j and p /∈ S,

(12) sup
m

1Ij(m)|Vj(Fq)|
gj(m, q)q

αjm+βj∏
(1− q−ajk)

<∞.

For each j, Lemma 3.7.2 implies that either αj < 0 or αj = 0 and gj is independent of
m. Moreover, there is D such that

(13) |Vj(Fq)|
gj(m, q)q

αjm+βj∏
(1− q−ajk)

< q−1,

if αj < 0 and m > D. Let J1 = {j | αj < 0}.
By (13) and (10) we get that, for any m > D and q ∈ PS,∣∣∣∣∣∣hX(Fq[t]/tm)−

∑
j /∈J1

1Ij(m)|Vj(Fq)|
gj(m, q)q

αjm+βj∏
(1− q−ajk)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ < |J1|q−1.

Note that the sum on the left hand side depends only on q and the equivalence class of
m. Thus, if m1,m2 > D, m1 ∼ m2, and q ∈ PS, then

|hX(Fq[t]/tm1)− hX(Fq[t]/tm2)| < 2|J1|q−1.

This, together with proposition 3.7.1, implies (11).

3.7.4. (iv) =⇒ (iii) in general. The proof is by induction on the size of the minimal open
cover of XQ by complete intersection varieties. The base is §3.7.3. For the transition, let
XQ =

⋃n
1 X

′
i be a minimal open cover of XQ by complete intersection varieties and assume

that we know the assertion for any Y such that YQ can be covered by less then n complete
intersection varieties. We can choose complete intersection schemes Xi and a finite set of
primes S0 such that XS−1

0 Z =
⋃n

1 Xi is an open cover.

Let U =
⋃n

2 Xi and let V ⊂ U ∩X1 be a complete intersection, open, and non-empty
subscheme. By induction, we know that there is a finite set S1 ⊃ S0 of prime numbers
and a constant C1 such that, for any q ∈ PS1 and m ∈ N, we have:

• |hX1(Zq/mm
q )− hX1(Fq)| < C1q

−1.

• |hU(Zq/mm
q )− hU(Fq)| < C1q

−1.

• |hV (Zq/mm
q )− hV (Fq)| < C1q

−1.

By Lemma 3.2.1,

hX(Zq/mm
q )− hX(Fq) =

=
(
hX1(Zq/mm

q )− hX1(Fq)
)

+
(
hU(Zq/mm

q )− hU(Fq)
)
−
(
hX1∩U(Zq/mm

q )− hX1∩U(Fq)
)
,
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and so it is enough to prove that |hX1∩U(Zq/mm
q )− hX1∩U(Fq)| = O(q−1).

By Corollary 3.4.5, there exist a finite set S ⊃ S1 of prime numbers and a constant C2

such that, for any q ∈ PS and m ∈ N, we have:

• |hX1(Fq)− hX1∩U(Fq)| < C2q
−1.

• |hX1∩U(Fq)− hV (Fq)| < C2q
−1.

Now,

hX1∩U(Zq/mm
q )−hX1∩U(Fq) ≤ hX1(Zq/mm

q )−hX1(Fq)+hX1(Fq)−hX1∩U(Fq) < (C1+C2)q−1,

Similarly,

hX1∩U(Zq/mm
q )−hX1∩U(Fq) ≥ hV (Zq/mm

q )−hV (Fq)+hV (Fq)−hX1∩U(Fq) > −(C1+C2)q−1.

4. Zeta functions

4.1. Representation zeta functions of compact p-adic groups and the proof
of Theorem V. By [AA, Corollary 4.1.4], the deformation variety DefG,n is absolutely
irreducible; by the assumptions, it has rational singularities. By Proposition 3.0.2 and
Theorem 3.0.3, we can choose a finite set S of primes and a positive number C such that

• For any q ∈ PS and any positive integer m,
(a) hDefG,n

(Zq/mm
q ) = hDefG,2n

(Fq[t]/tm).
(b) hG(Zq/mm

q ) = hG(Fq[[t]]/tm).

(c) |hDefG,n
(Fq)− 1| < Cq

1
2 .

(d) |hDefG,n
(Zq/mm

q )− hDefG,n
(Fq)| < Cq−1.

(e) |hG(Zq/mm
q )− 1| < Cq−

1
2 .

• G is smooth over Spec(S−1Z).

There is a finite extension K of Q such that GK is K-split. Hence, there is a simply
connected semisimple group scheme H which is split over Z and an isomorphism GK

∼=
HK . Hence, for all but finitely many primes p of OK , we have GOK/p

∼= HOK/p, so GOK/p

is semisimple and simply connected. Hence, after enlarging S, we can assume that GFp

is simply connected and semisimple, for all p /∈ S. In addition, (e) implies that, after a
further enlargement of S, we can assume that, for any q ∈ PS,

(f) hG(Zq/mm
q ) > 1

2
.

For any m,

(14) ζG(Zq/mm
q )(2n− 2) =

|DefG,n(Zq/mm
q )|

|G2n−1(Zq/mm
q )|

=
hDefG,n

(Zq/mm
q )

hG2n−1(Zq/mm
q )

=
hDefG,n

(Zq/mm
q )

hG2n−1(Fq)
,

where the first equality follows from the Frobenius formula (Theorem 2.5.1), the second
follows from the fact that dim DefGQ,n = dimG2n−1

Q ([AA, Corollary 4.1.4]), and the third
follows from the fact that G is smooth over O and Hensel’s lemma.

From [LS05b, Lemma 2.1], we get

(g) |ζG(Fq)(2n− 2)− 1| < Cq−1.
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Fix q ∈ PS. Let O be either Zq or Fq[[t]], and let m ⊂ O be the maximal ideal. By (a),
(b), and the Frobenius formula,

(15) ζG(O/mm)(2n− 2) =
|DefG,n(O/mm)|
|G2n−1(O/mm)|

=
|DefG,n(Zq/mm

q )|
|G2n−1(Zq/mm

q )|
= ζG(Zq/mm

q )(2n− 2).

Thus, Equation (14) implies that

|ζG(O/mm)(2n− 2)− 1| ≤ |ζG(Zq/mm
q )(2n− 2)− ζG(Fq)(2n− 2)|+ |ζG(Fq)(2n− 2)− 1| =

=
|hDefG,n

(Zq/mm
q )− hDefG,n

(Fq)|
hG2n−1(Fq)

+ |ζG(Fq)(2n− 2)− 1|.

Using (d), (f), (g), we obtain that:

|ζG(O/mm)(2n− 2)− 1| ≤ (22n−1 + 1)Cq−1.

Since each continuous representation of a pro-finite group is locally constant, we get
that the series defining ζG(O)(2n− 2) equals the limit

lim
m→∞

ζG(O/mm)(2n− 2),

and the result follows.

4.2. Representation zeta functions of adelic groups and the proof of Theorem
III.

Proof of Theorem III. Theorem V implies that there is a finite set S of prime numbers
and a positive integer D such that, for every q ∈ PS,

(16) ζG(Zq)(2n− 2)− 1 = ζG(Fq [[t]])(2n− 2)− 1 ≤ Dq−1.

Let C > maxS, let k be a global field of characteristic greater than C, let T be a finite
set of places of k containing all archimedean ones, and let n be such that DefGQ,n has
rational singularities. We will show that ζG(Ôk,T )(2n− 2 + ε) converges, for every positive
ε.

For any non-archimedean place v, let Ov be the ring of integers of the completion kv,
and let |v| be the size of the residue field of Ov. We have that ζG(Ôk,T )(s) =

∏
v/∈T ζG(Ov)(s),

by which we mean, in particular, that the left hand side converges absolutely if and only if
each of the terms on the right hand side converges absolutely, and their product converges
absolutely. By [AA, Theorem IV] and the assumptions, the series ζG(Ov)(2n−2) converges
for every v. Thus, it is enough to prove that

∏
v/∈T ′ ζG(Ov)(2n− 2 + ε) converges, for some

finite set of places T ′ ⊃ T .
For almost all places v, we have

(17) Ov
∼= Z|v| or Ov

∼= F|v|[[t]].
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By [LM04, Proposition 4.6], there is a constant δ > 0 such that, for almost all places v,
the minimal dimension of a non-trivial representation of G(Ov) is at least |v|δ. It follows
that

(18) ζG(Ov)(2n− 2 + ε)− 1 ≤ |v|−εδ
(
ζG(Ov)(2n− 2)− 1

)
.

Let T ′ ⊃ T be a finite set of places such that (16), (17), and (18) hold for any v /∈ T ′.
We have

∏
v/∈T ′

ζG(Ov)(2n−2+ε) ≤
∏
v/∈T ′

(
1 +D|v|−1−εδ) ≤ ∏

v/∈T ′

(
1 + |v|−1−εδ)D ≤ ∏

v/∈T ′

(
1− |v|−1−εδ)−D ≤

≤

( ∏
v non-archimedean

(
1− |v|−1−εδ)−1

)D

.

The last product is the product expansion of the Dedekind zeta function of k at the point
1 + εδ, and it is well-known that it converges absolutely.

�

4.3. Representation zeta functions of arithmetic groups and the proof of The-
orem II. Let us first recall the notion of the Congruence Subgroup Property.

Definition 4.3.1. Let k be a global field, and let T be a finite set of places of k containing
all archimedean ones. We say that G(Ok,T ) has the Congruence Subgroup Property (CSP
for short) if the canonical map

η : Ĝ(Ok,T )→ G
(
Ôk,T

)
has a finite kernel. Here, the domain of η is the pro-finite completion of G(Ok.T ).

By our assumptions on G and the Strong Approximation Theorem ([PR94, Chapter 7]),
the map η is always surjective. It is known that, if rkkGk ≥ 2, then G(Ok,T ) satisfies CSP.
More generally, a conjecture of Serre asserts that the group G(Ok,T ) has CSP whenever∑

v∈T rkkv G ≥ 2 and rkkv G ≥ 1 for any finite place v ∈ T . This conjecture is known in
many cases; see, for example, [Rag04].

Theorem II follows from Theorem III and the following theorem

Theorem 4.3.2. Let k be a global field and let T be a finite set of places of k contain-
ing all the archimedean ones. Assume that G(Ok,T ) satisfies CSP, then α(G(Ok,T )) =

α
(
G(Ôk,T )

)
.

Proof. If the characteristic of k is non-zero, the claim follows from [LL08, Theorem 3.3]
and [LM04, Lemma 2.2]. If the characteristic of k is zero, the claim follows from [AKOV,
Theorem 1.4]. �
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4.4. The Igusa zeta function and proof of Theorem I. The following lemma is
standard:

Lemma 4.4.1.

(1) Let an be a sequence and assume that there is a constant C > 0 such that 1
C
<

an < C for n > C. Then the series f(s) :=
∑
anp

−ns converges absolutely for
Re(s) > 0 and diverges for s = 0.

(2) Suppose in addition that f(s) coincides (in its domain of absolute convergence)
with a rational function of p−s, which we continue to denote by f(s). Then 0 is a
simple pole of f(s) and all the poles on the imaginary axis are simple.

(3) Let an,p be a sequence indexed by a positive integer n and a prime p, and let
δ, C > 0. Suppose that |an,p−1| < Cp−δ. Let Z(s) :=

∏
p(1+

∑
n an,pp

−ns). Then:

(a) Z(s) converges absolutely for Re(s) > 1.
(b) If ζ(s) denotes the Riemann zeta function, then Z(s)/ζ(s) can be analytically

continued for Re(s) > 1− δ.

Claim 1 of Theorem I follows from Lemma 4.4.1(1,2), Theorem A, and the rationality
of PX,p(s). Claim 2 of Theorem I follows from Lemma 4.4.1(3) and Theorem A. Claim 3
of Theorem I follows from claim 2 and [dSG00, Theorem 4.20].

Finally, claim 4 of Theorem I follows from Lemma 4.4.1(3), Theorem A, and the fact
that

ZX,p(s) =
∑
n

(
hX(Z/pn)− hX(Z/pn+1)

p

)
p−n(s+1).

Remark 4.4.2. In view of the comment just after Theorem 3.0.3 , Lemma 4.4.1 also
implies that, if X is local complete intersection, then one can take S to be empty in
Theorem I.
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